
       

Mildred Emmanuelli sets a new standard for extreme makeover special ocassions 

Revealing Your Inner Extraordinaire 

They say that when you find someone who doesn´t drop scissors, loves a 

challenge, doesn´t complain and is always looking for a way to innovate on 

their job – you are at the presence of a really good Hairdresser. It´s not just 

about a fancy name on a mind blowing locale, with jaw dropping structure 

everywhere while incomprehensive music plays constantly.  Being 

sophisticated does not assure you´ll get the job done right every time. In fact, 

most people will find it’s just a façade for non -delivering individuals who 

seldom respect their clientele . It´s all about loving and enjoying the job.  

Mildred Emmanuelli loves what she does, and her clientele knows it. An award-winning hairstylist 

from Puerto Rico, she is considered a master in color analyzing, formulation and correction among 

several other skills. No challenge is too great, for each occasion provides a blank canvas on which 

she can produce a masterpiece. It´s a complete and personalized service that´s often related to 

extreme makeovers that change your complete image, from the inside out. You feel good while 

looking even better. A true satisfying experience that will create a breathtaking up do’s and 

gorgeous makeup combinations to help make that special occasion a true, unique moment in your 

life.  

Alongside Mildred is Jorge L. Miranda, a renowned barber and stylist also from Puerto Rico, who 

for the past 19 years has dedicated himself to be the greatest of them all, after receiving his 

barbering license from the Marugie Beauty & Technical College in Caguas, Puerto Rico on 1996. His 

amazing work is inspired in both traditional and urban barbershop environments, specializing in 

men's haircuts, hairstyles, beard grooming and facial services in a whole another level than what 

the public is used to.  

Whether you´re looking for a place to treat your nails with a unique, classic or modern job or 

simply are looking for that specific hair care treatment, a totally new Hair Style or a one-stop 

wedding day or Quinceañera service, Mildred Emmanuelli has the perfect match for you. For those 

extra special occasions, they make sure everything goes on smoothly and without any surprises. 

From consultation of hair and makeup needs to a trial run, and even off site travel services, your 

needs are never a problem. Just make an appointment and let yourself be treated by confident, 

over delivering beauty professionals. 

 

Contact Mildred Emmanuelli at 8810 Commodity Circle Suite 1 Orlando, FL. 32819. Calls: 

407.922.3345, or email them at info@mildredemmanuellisalon.com.  

Visit www.mildredemmanuelli.com for a complete online tour of their services.  

http://www.mildredemmanuelli.com/

